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Rationale. - -The American consumer of today is better educated,
more sophisticated, healthier, and considerably wealthier than the con¬
sumer of any other nation. At the same time, comparatively speaking,
he is in a better position than any consumer the American economy has
ever witnessed. Yet, in spite of the increased gains in education, sophis¬
tication, health, and considerably wealth, consumer debt outstanding has
nearly doubled in the past seven years, rising to 91.5 billion. ^
Contributory to the rise in consumer debt outstanding has been
many factors. Perhaps, one of the most significant factors has been the
changing attitude of the consumer toward debt. This change in attitude
by the consumer has been caused by many factors--most notably, the
availability of credit and the psychological acceptance of installment buy¬
ing, the synthesizing of wants, stimulation by advertising, modern
merchandising, increases in consumption, and the great disparity be¬
tween income and needs. Also, the consumer of today has a very limited
^Irene E. Place and Norman Thompson, "Consumer Credit for
Office Workers, " Business Education Forum (Washington, D. C. :
National Education Association, A Department of the National Education
Association, Volume 21, Number 6, (March, 1967), p. 20.
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amount of fear toward debt. Buying on credit is a generally accepted
and widely practiced form of behavior. As a result, he enjoys most
of the basics and many of the luxuries in life that the consumer of yester¬
day did not enjoy.
The title of Chapter 14, a parody on O'neil, is "The Bill
Collector Cometh. " The case against consumer credit is stated as
follows:
The immediate danger in the way wants are now created
lies in the related process of debt creation. Consumer demand
thus comes to depend more and more on the ability and
willingness of consumers to incur debt. And there are aspects
of this debt creation which are inherently unstable.
An increase in consumer debt is all but implicit in the
process by which wants are now synthesized. . . it is a brief
and obvious step from stimulating their desire by advertising
to making it effective in the market with a loan .... The
great increase in consumer indebtness in our time has been
widely viewed as reflecting some original or unique change in
popular attitudes or behavior. People have changed their view
of debt. Thus there has been an inexplicable but very real
retreat from the Puritan Canon that required an individual to
save first and enjoy later. In fact, as always, the pieces of
of economic life are parts of a whole. . . . The process of
persuading people to incur debt, and the arrangements for
them to do so, are as much a part of modern production as the
making of the goods and the nurturing of the wants. The
Puritan ethos was not abandoned. It was merely overwhelmed
by the massive power of modern merchandising.
Viewing this process as a whole, we should expect that
every increase in consumption will bring a further increase--
possibly a more than proportional one--in consximer debt . . . .
The evidence is already impressive.
One wonders, inevitably, about the tensions associated
with debt creation on such a massive scale. The legacy of
wants, which are themselves inspired, are the bills which de¬
scend like the winter snow on those who are buying on the in¬
stallment plan. By millions of hearths throughout the land it
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is known that when these harbingers arrive the repossession
man cannot be far behind. Can the bill collector be the central
figure in the good society? ^
Further, it is without question that the introduction and
availability of such a wide variety of types of consumer credit has had
a tremendous impact upon the changing attitude of the consumer.
Seemingly, there are available types of consximer credit for every eco¬
nomic class of consumer. Perhaps, one of the newest types of
consumer credit is the Revolving Credit Account. This type of
consumer credit provides the convenience of a continuous charge
account and the privileges of installment payment. It has been widely
adopted by banks, mail-order houses, department stores, etc. Sears
Roebuck introduced the plan and it now accounts for 28 per cent of its
2
total sales.
It is evident that many benefits are realized through the use of
consumer credit that would be otherwise impossible. However, it
must be recognized that these benefits are costly. In some instances,
it is questionable if the benefits exceed the costs. But, the present-
day consumer is so busy enjoying the benefits that he fails to recognize
or question the amount he is being charged. He seems to possess
the attitude of buy now, pay the monthly bill, and enjoy the fruitful
benefits. In many instances, if he were to be asked to approximate
the per cent actually being charged on his revolving credit outstanding
^O'neil, The Collector Cometh (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1958), pp. 199-201.
2
Sears Roebuck and Company, Annual Report for the Year
Ended December 31, 1965, p. 6.
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balance, he would probably answer wrong about as often as he would
correct. The fact about the whole matter is that he doesn't care.
As mentioned earlier, the consumer of today is better educated,
more sophisticated, healthier, and considerably wealthier. So, why
is this educated, healthy, sophisticated, and wealthy consumer so ill-
informed about the actual costs and operations of consumer credit?
Why does he possess this changed attitude? The answers are many and
varied. True, he is better educated, more sophisticated, healthier,
considerably wealthier, and too ill-informed on the costs and operations
of revolving credit. But, at the same time, he is being affected by
psychological, sociological, demographical, and other factors that
are taking an active role in shaping and forming his attitudes. He
desires leisure, recreation, luxuries, and the basics of the good life
and is quite willing to pay the costs. He is neither concerned with the
costs nor the method of computing such. He is only concerned with the
fact of whether he can buy now, pay the monthly bill, and enjoy the
fruitful benefits. If these terms can be arranged, he is perfectly
satisfied.
Evolution of the Problem. - - This problem grew out of the
researcher's interest in the tremendous growth in consumer credit in
recent years and the underlying factors that have been contributory
to such.
The researcher's academic background and practical experience
have led to the belief that such factors as the changing attitude of the
consumer toward debt, the legacy of consumer wants, an increased
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and younger population, the introduction of so many different types of
consumer credit, sociological, demographical, and psychological
factors, increased consumption, ease of accessibility and availability,
and other factors have played vital roles toward shaping the consumer
mind toward credit.
It is further the hope of the researcher that the findings in this
research will support the belief that the consumer of today is better
educated, more sophisticated, healthier, considerably wealthier and
too-ill-formed on the actual costs and operations of revolving credit.
Statement of the Problem. - -The problem involved in this
study was to ascertain and analyze data concerning the attitudes of
Atlanta University Graduate Students toward the costs and operations of
revolving credit with emphasis on the underlying causes for their
attitudes.
Limitations of the Study. - -The study was limited to analyzing
and interpreting the data collected from the subjects concerning their
attitudes toward the costs and operations of revolving credit. Also,
it was further limited to the extent that fallacies are associated with
the questionnaire technique of research. However, it must be remem¬
bered that this research was designed to measure attitudes. It was
not designed to measure to measure factual knowledge or information.
Further, it was limited to the extent that the sampling method was
employed. However, the size of the sample was based upon the normal
distribution curve and clearly is representative of its universe.
Purpose of the Study. -- The major purpose of this study was
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to reveal significant and pertinent information relative to the attitudes
of Atlanta University Graduate Students toward the costs and operations
of revolving credit. More specifically, the research was designed to
answer the following questions:
1. To what extent do undergraduate majors, minors, and
graduate areas of specialization affect the attitudes of
Atlanta University Graduate Students toward revolving
credit accounts?
2. What per cent of Atlanta University Graduate Students have
ever had a charge account or purchased anything on an
installment plan from a department store or some other
type of store and to what extent such has had upon shaping or
forming their attitudes toward revolving credit?
3. What per cent of Atlanta University Graduate Students know
or ever heard of a revolving credit account with emphasis on
the underlying reasons why they have heard or know and/or
why they do not know?
4. To what extent do Atlanta University Graduate Students
understand the internal operations and costs of revolving
credit accounts and what part does this understanding play
in forming their attitudes?
5. What per cent of Atlanta University Graduate Students have
ever had a revolving credit account?
6. What per cent of Atlanta University Graduate Students know
the difference between a regular charge account and a
revolving credit account? Does this have any significant
effect upon their attitudes?
7. To what extent do Atlanta University Graduate Students
use or would most likely use revolving credit to purchase
different types of goods? Are their purchases or most
likely purchases in agreement with the general use of
revolving credit?
8. What are the attitudes of Atlanta University Graduate
Students toward the types of agencies who offer revolving
credit accounts?
79.What are the attitudes of Atlanta University Graduate
Students toward the type of income-groups who would
most likely use revolving credit? Do their choice of
income-group coincide with their family or does it
represent some type of reference or aspiration group?
10. What are the attitudes of Atlanta University Graduate
Students toward the season of the year revolving credit
sales would be expected to be heaviest?
11. What are the attitudes of Atlanta University Graduate
Students toward the effect revolving credit has or would
tend to have on their volume of purchases?
12. What are the attitudes of Atlanta University Graduate
Students toward the possibility of revolving credit adding
to the price of goods? Do their attitudes support the theory
that they do not know and really do not care?
13. What effect has personal, family, educational, psychologi¬
cal, and demographical factors had upon forming or
shaping attitudes of Atlanta University Graduate Students
toward revolving credit?
Method of Research. - -The Descriptive-Survey Method of
research, employing the specific technique of sampling cind the question¬
naire, was used in gathering the data necessary for this study.
Description of the Instrument. -- The instrument used in this
research was a questionnaire, specifically designed to reveal attitudes
of Atlanta University Graduate Students toward the costs and operations
of revolving credit. It was validated under the supervision of a com¬
petent advisor. Further validity of the questionnaire was established
through dry run tests and checking the items contained in it against
items from questionnaires similar to it.
Criterion of Reliability. - -The criterion of reliability for the
data was predicated upon the authenticity and accuracy of the responses
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to the questionnaire items. Further, the criterion of reliability for
this study was based upon the advisor's and researcher's knowledge
of revolving credit.
Description of Subjects. - -The subjects used in this study
were fifty-two Atlanta University Graduate Students. They were
chosen from students living in the Atlanta University dormitories
during the first semester of the 1967-1968 academic year. One out
of every four students living in the dormitories was interviewed by the
researcher.
Research Procedure. -- The fulfillment of the purposes of
this research was undertaken through the following procedural steps.
1. Permission to conduct the survey was secured from the
proper authorities.
2. The literature related to revolving credit was reviewed
and summarized for inclusion in the finished thesis copy.
3. A questionnaire designed to meet the needs of this study
was constructed and validated under the direction of a
competent advisor.
4. The data derived from the questionnaires were assembled
into appropriate tables and set down in meaningftxl form
for presentation in the final thesis copy.
Collection of Data. -- During the months of September and
October of 1967, the outline for this study was written, presented,
and approved. The researcher was then given permission to construct
the necessary instrument to be used to gather the data necessary for
this study. Research relative to the construction of the questionnaire
was done in October, 1967. The questionnaire was presented to
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the researcher's advisor in October. As soon as it was approved,
effort was made to begin interviewing the subjects.
CHAPTER n
FINDINGS AND PRESENTATION OF DATA
Organization and Treatment of Data. -- The purpose of this
study was to reveal significant and pertinent information relative to
the attitudes of revolving credit. It is the purpose of this chapter,
therefore to present the data obtained.
The instrument used in this study was a questionnaire for
obtaining the necessary data. The questionnaire was centered around
one of the many areas of consumer credit--revolving credit.
The quantitative material incidental to this study is set up in
16 tables with the statistical treatment being mainly concerned with
the frequency and percentage of responses to the respective items on
the questionnaire as obtained from the participating subjects.
The data collected in this survey reflect opinions and state¬
ments of the sampled students. Insofar as statements differ from
facts, the results might not conform to reality. Some respondents
might not have been completely truthful in answering certain questions.
An interview is useful in determining attitudes but not actions. Also,
it should be pointed out that the findings in this survey cannot be
considered as being applicable to all graduate students.
10
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During the survey, the interviewer attempted to find out the
percentage of Atlanta University Graduate Students who knew about
the costs and operations of revolving credit. According to the
findings, 50 per cent of the respondents were adequately acquainted
with the costs and operations of revolving credit. The standard
error of this percentage is
Standard Error
,5^ ^ , 5-0 t
or in percentage form 6.92 per cent. To state it more simply, at
the 95 per cent confidence level, 95 times out of 100 any other sample
drawn randomly from the Atlanta University Graduate Student popu¬
lation wovild indicate that 50 _+ 14 per cent or between 36 and 64 per
cent of the students are acquainted with the costs and operations of
revolving credit.
Graduate Areas of Specialization. - -Table 1 reveals that the
fifty-two Atlanta University Graduate Students who participated in this
study have varying interests. Such is clearly substantiated by the
number of different disciplines represented among them. Later in
the study, an attempt will be made to determine if the particular
area of specialization has any worthwhile effect upon the attitudes of





Area of Specialization Female Male Total
Business Administration 3 8 11
Education 3 4 7
Library Science 10 2 12
Biology 3 2 5
Arts and Sciences 3 2 5
Social Work and Sociology 4 5 9
Economics 0 2 2
Mathematics 0 1 1
Total 26 26 52
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS ACCORDING TO
UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS
Field Female Male Total
Library Science 3 0 3
Elementary Education 2 0 2
Sociology 3 3 6
English 3 1 4
Business Education 2 1 3
Accounting 1 3 4
Biology* 4 3 7
Political Science 2 1 3
History 1 4 5
Pre-Medicine 1 0 1
Art 1 0 1
Social Science 1 0 1
Economics 1 0 1
Arabian Language 1 0 1
Physical Education 0 1 1
Psychology 0 2 2
Industrial Education 0 1 1
Business Administration* 0 5 5
Mathematics 0 1 1
*One student had a double major
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TABLE 2--Continued
Field Female Male Total
Music 0 1 1
TOTAL 26 27 53
Undergraduate Majors of Students. - -An examination of the
undergraduate majors of the students who participated in this study
(located on the preceding page) revealed that 20 different majors were
pursued. Basically, the same area of concentration on the under¬
graduate level or some related one was found being pursued on the
graduate level. However, Library Science was quite an exception.
Results revealed that a large percentage of students pursuing the
Masters degree in Library Science had altogether different majors in
undergraduate school.
Undergraduate Minors of Students. - -Table 3, located on the
following page depicts that a large percentage (25%) of the students
who participated in this study did not have an undergraduate minor.
Also, an examination of the present areas of specialization revealed
that a relatively small percentage of the students (12%) were pursuing




DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS ACCORDING TO
UNDERGRADUATE MINORS
Field Female Male Total
English and Spanish 3 1 4
History 3 1 4
Speech and Dramatics 1 0 1
Secondary Education 2 0 2
Education 2 4 6
Chemistry 3 1 4
Library Science 1 0 1
Education and Sociology 1 0 1
Sociology 1 2 3
Social Science 1 0 1
Psychology 1 0 1
Business Administration 1 2 3
Economics 0 4 4
Mathematic s 0 2 2
Social Science and Education 0 1 1
German 0 1 1
None 6 7 13
26 26 52Total
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Responses to Experience with Installment Credit. -- Table 4
below reveals that 62 per cent and 65 per cent of the females and males
respectively or 64 per cent of the students who participated in this
study have had a charge account or made purchases on an installment
plan from a department store or some other type of store.
TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES REGARDING CHARGE
AC COUNTS OR INSTALLMENT
PURCHASES
Have you ever had a charge







Yes 16 62% 31%
No 10 38% 19%
Total Female 26 100% 50%
MALE:
Yes 17 65% 33%
No 9 35% 17%
Total Male 26 100% 50%
Responses to What Is A Revolving Account. -- The results in
Table 5 reflect that males and females were in direct contrast as to
the percentage who actually knew what was really meant by revolving
credit. Specifically, 39 per cent and 61 per cent of the females and
males respectively or a composite of 50 per cent actually knew what
was a revolving account.
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TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO WHAT IS
A REVOLVING ACCOUNT
Do you know what a






Yes 10 39% 19%
No 16 61% 31%
Total 26 100% 50%
MALE
Yes 16 61% 31%
No 10 39% 19%
Total 26 100% 50%
At this point, it should be mentioned that the questionnaire was
designed so that only respondents who knew what was meant by revolving
credit would be asked questions pertinent to the costs and operations
of revolving credit. As a resxilt, all responses pertinent to attitudes
about costs and operations of revolving credit will represent a com¬
posite total of 26. However, an attempt will also be made to determine
through extrapolation what per cent of the total populace do the re sponses
represent.
Responses About Monthly Service Charges. - -As Table 6 on
page 18 clearly illustrates, 90 per cent and 94 per cent of the females
and males respectively who responded or 35 per cent of the females
and 57 per cent of the males respectively of the total populace stated
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that they believed there was a monthly service charge based upon a
certain percentage of the outstanding balance on Revolving Accounts.
However, two respondents (8%) stated that there may or may not be a
service charge.
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ABOUT
MONTHLY SERVICE CHARGES
Per cent Per cent
Response Number of Response of Sex
FEMALE:
Yes, there is a service charge 9 90% 35%
There may or may not be a
service charge 1 10% 4%
TOTAL 10 100% 39%
MALE:
'Yes, there is a service charge 15 94% 57%
There may or may not be a
service charge 1 6% 4%
TOTAL 16 100% 61%
Response About the Approximate Amount Charged for Service
Charges. - -Table 7 reveals that the students who participated in this
study have varying opinions regarding the approximate percentage
believed to be levied for service charges.
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TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ABOUT AMOUNTS










Less than 1% 1 10% 3 19%
From 1% to 1-1/2% 5 50% 7 43%
From 1-1/2% to 2% 1 10% 3 19%
Above 2% 3 30% 3 19%
TOTAL 10 100% 16 100%
Responses About Revolving Credit Account Limits. --According
to the responses, as indicated in Table 8, 70 per cent of the females
and 56 per cent of the males respectively who responded to the question
or 27 per cent of the females and 38 per cent of the total populace
believed that the consumer and seller contractually agree upon a limit
to be charged on Revolving Credit Accounts.
TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ABOUT REVOLVING
CREDIT ACCOUNT LIMITS
Do you think the consumer
and seller contractually agree
upon a limit to be charged on Per cent Per cent












Do you think the consumer
and seller contractually agree
upon a limit to be charged on Per cent Per cent
Revolving Credit Accounts? Number of Responses of Sex
Total 10 100% 38%
MALE:
Yes 9 56% 35%
No 7 44% 27%
Total 16 100% 62%
Responses Relative to Using a Revolving Account. -- Table 9
reveals that 60 per cent of the females and 56 per cent of the males
respectively who responded to the question or 23 per cent of the
females and 35 per cent of the males in the total populace have had
experience using a revolving credit account.
TABLE 9
RESPONSES RELATIVE TO USING
A REVOLVING ACCOUNT
Have you ever used a Per cent of Per cent of
Revolving Account? Number Responses Sex
FEMALE:
Yes 6 60% 23%
No 4 40% 15%
Total 10 100% 38%
MALE:
Yes 9 56% 35%
No 7 44% 27%
Total 16 100% 62%
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Responses to Difference Between a Revolving Credit Account
and the Regular Charge Account. - -Table 10 below reveals that 100
per cent of the females and 81 per cent of the males respectively who
responded to the question or 38 per cent of the females and 50 per
cent of the males respectively in the total populace believed that there
is a considerable difference between a Revolving Credit Account and
the Regular Charge Account.
TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN A REVOLVING CREDIT
ACCOUNT AND THE REGULAR CHARGE ACCOUNT
Do you believe there is a
difference between a
Revolving Credit Account and





FEMALE: Yes 10 100% 38%
No - - -
Total 10 100% 38%
MALE: Yes 13 81% 50%
No 3 19% 12%
Total 16 100% 62%
Responses to Revolving Credit Purchases. - - Some of the students
who participated in the study believed that they would make both soft-
line and hardware purchases with revolving credit. The percentages
in: Table 11 are concerned only with students who actually responded to
the question. No effort was made here to determine the probable per
cent oi the total populace.
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TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ABOUT
REVOLVING CREDIT PURCHASES
Type of Goods Female Per cent Male Per cent
Soft-line Goods 7 54% 12 75%
Hardware Goods 3 23% 4 25%
Others 3 23% - >
TOTAL 13 100% 16 100%
Responses About Revolving Credit Agencies. --Students who
participated in the study had varying opinions about the agencies be¬
lieved to make the widest use of Revolving Credit. Such is substantiated
in Table 12 as it reflects the responses given by the students.
TABLE 12















Banks - - 2 7% 3%
Mail-Order
Houses 1 4% 10% 1 4% 6%
Department
Stores 9 35% 90% 13 50% 81%
TOTAL 10 39% 100% 16 61% 100%
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Responses About Income Groups Most Likely to Use Revolving
Credit. - -Table 13 reveals that the students who participated in the
study had different concepts of income groups that would most likely
use revolving credit. As the table clearly depicts, none of the male
chose the upper-income group. At the same time it should be
recognized that both females and males believed that the middle-income
group would probably be more susceptible to using revolving credit
than any other income group.
TABLE 13
RESPONSES ABOUT INCOME GROUPS MOST LIKELY
















Income • 2 8% 12%
Middle-
Income 6 23% 60% 10 39% 63%
Lower-
Income 4 15% 40% 4 15% 25%
TOTAL 10 38% 100% 16 62% 100%
Responses About Convenience of Purchasing with Revolving
Credit. - -According to Table 14 which appears on page 24, 90 per cent
of the females and 88 per cent of the males respectively who responded
to the question or 35 per cent of the females and 54 per cent of the males
respectively in the total populace believed that the convenience of
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purchasing with revolving credit had worthwhile effect upon volume of
purchases or would tend to have worthwhile effect if they had a
Revolving Credit Account.
TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO CONVENIENCE
OF PURCHASING WITH REVOLVING CREDIT
Responses about convenience of
purchasing with Revolving Credit






Yes 9 35% 90%
No 1 4% 10%
Total 10 39% 100%
MALE:
Yes 14 54% 88%
No 2 7% 12%
Total 16 61% 100%
Responses to Season of the Year Revolving Credit Sales Would
be the Heaviest. - -Table 15 below depicts the varying beliefs of the students
that responded to the question. As can easily be seen, no effort was




DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES REGARDING THE SEASON OF
YEAR REVOLVING CREDIT SALES WOULD
BE THE HEAVIEST









Spring 3 30% 1 6%
Fall 1 10% 9 57%
Winter 3 30% 5 31%
Summer 3 30% 1 6%
TOTAL 10 100% 16 100%
Responses to Revolving Credit Adding to the Price of Goods. --
Table 16 reveals that 60 per cent of the females and 56 per cent of the
males that responded to the question or 23 per cent of the females and
35 per cent of the males respectively in the total populace believed that
revolving credit added to the price of goods.
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ABOUT REVOLVING CREDIT
ADDING TO THE PRICE OF GOODS
Do you believe Revolving Credit
Adds to the Price of Goods? Number





Yes 6 60% 23%
No 4 40% 15%
Total 10 100% 38%
MALE:
Yes 9 56% 35%
No 7 44% 27%
Total 16 100% 62%
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Responses to Questions (18 through 28) Relating to Personal
Data. - -The questionnaires revealed that the fifty-two Atlanta University
Graduate Students who participated in this study came from a total
of seventeen states and three foreign countries.
In respect to age, the students were found to be relatively young.
The average female and male ages of the students who participated in
the study were found to be 23 and 25 years of age respectively. Also,
females and males respectively, 80 per cent and 77 per cent were
found to be single, 54 per cent and 65 per cent living with their parents,
and 67 per cent and 65 per cent fortunate enough to have their fathers
presently living. However, it should be mentioned that, in all instances
wherein males were married, it was found that they were living
separate and apart from their parents.
Occupations of the students' parents were found to be many and
varied, but seemed to have had virtually no effect upon the choice of
occupations of the students. Rather, as would normally be expected,
choices of occupations of students upon graduation seemed to have
been influenced more by the area presently being pursued in graduate
school than any other single factor. Also, it was found that the
average number of sisters and/or brothers that the average student
had was approximately four.
A respectable percentage of the students were found to have
had some work experience in undergraduate school or graduate school.
According to the data, 65 per cent and 70 per cent of the females and
27
males respectively had part-time jobs while they were in undergraduate
school. Presently, 88 and 85 per cent of the females and males
respectively have some source of income. However, the two basic
sources found in the study were fellowships and part-time employment.
Perhaps, the most striking discovery found in the study thus
far was the admittance by the students that they did not feel that they
knew enough about revolving credit to be sophisticated aind intelligent
users of it. Specifically, 69 per cent and 57 per cent of the females
and males respectively readily admitted that they did not feel as if they
knew enough about revolving credit to be sophisticated and intelligent
users of it. What does this seem to imply or does it have any signifi¬
cance? It simply means that they do not know; they are not worried
about it; and really do not care if the world knows that they do not
know. All they want to know is simply thus: Can we get the credit
and how much are the monthly payments? Yet, they plan upon gradu¬
ation from Atlanta University to go all the way from vacationing
about three years to studying toward the PhD Degree. Do they need
to know anything about the costs and operations of revolving credit?
My answer is YES.
CHAPTER m
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
Introduction. - -It was hypothesized in Chapter I that the present-
day consumer was better educated, more sophisticated, healthier,
and considerably wealthier than any consumer the American economy
has ever witnessed. In fact, it was concluded that he was in a better
position than the consumer of any other nation. However, in spite
of these generally acceptable gains in education, sophistication, health,
and wealth, the consumer was found to be different. He possessed a
changed attitude toward debt from the consume r of yesterday.
It was recognized that the changed attitude the present-day
consumer possessed was not something that had come into existence
automatically. Many factors have had pronoxinced influence upon forming
and/or changing this attitude--most notably, the availability of credit
and the psychological acceptance of installment buying, the synthe¬
sizing of wants, stimulation by advertising, modern merchandising,
increases in consumption, the great disparity between income and
needs, and limited fear toward debt. In fact, it was found that the
present-day consumer was so overwhelmed by sociological, psycho¬
logical, demographical, and other factors such as the desire for leisure ,
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recreation, luxuries, and the basic essentials of the good life that he
has failed to pay very little attention to the costs of these benefits.
He was found to be quite willing to pay the costs and realize the benefits.
It is factual and cannot be denied that the availability and use of
consumer credit has provided the consumer the opportunity to realize
and enjoy benefits that would be otherwise impossible. However, the
perplexing thing is that these benefits are costly and, in many instances,
questionable if they exceed the costs. But, as stated earlier, the
present-day consumer doesn't really seem to care. He is so busy
enjoying the benefits that he fails to recognize or question the amount
being charged. He seems to possess the attitude of buy now, pay the
monthly bill, and enjoy the fruitful benefits. An attempt will be made
in this chapter to analyze pertinent data obtained in this study relative
to the attitudes of Atlanta University Graduate Students toward the
costs and operations of revolving credit with emphasis on the under¬
lying causes for the attitudes.
The Effect of Education Upon Attitudes. - -The mere fact that
the students are enrolled in graduate school suggests that they are
better educated, academically speaking, thah the average consiimer.
The educational level of the typical family in financial trouble is the
tenth grade. ^ However, it should be recognized that there is no proven
theory which states that consumer education should vary proportionately
^Consumer Credit Counseling Service, Annual Progress
Report for the Year Ending September 30, 1967 (Atlanta, Georgia),
p. 3.
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with academic education. It was found in the study that academic
education did not have any worthwhile effect upon the attitudes of
the students toward the costs and operations of revolving credit.
It is my opinion that such was clearly substantiated in Table 5 of
Chapter II, as it reflected that only 50 per cent of the students who
participated in the study actually knew what was really meant by a
revolving credit account. It seems that a logical solution to eliminat¬
ing the problem would be the development of a more thorough background
in consumer education. Such could possibly be ascertained if high
schools, colleges, universities, associations, states,and the govern¬
ment would take a more active role and interest in this endeavor.
In respect to the effect of undergraduate majors, minors, and
graduate areas of specialization, it was found that they did not have
any worthwhile effect upon attitudes. Attitudes were found to be some¬
what consistent irrespective of undergraduate majors, minors, or
graduate areas of specialization. However, it was found that a larger
percentage of Economics and Business Administration majors (100
per cent and 64 per cent respectively) actually knew what was meant
by revolving credit than any other areas of specialization. Such can
probably be attributed to the fact that they have had more classroom
exposure to credit, generally speaking, than the other students. But,
the advantage seemingly possessed by them was awareness and general
understanding of how revolving credit operated. Their responses
reflective of attitudes toward the costs and operations seemed to
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have been very much related to responses of the other participants.
The Effect of Previous Credit Experience Upon Attitudes About
Revolving Credit. - -It was found that approximately 90 per cent of the
students who participated in this study had some understanding about
installment credit and about 64 per cent of them have had experience
making purchases on an installment plan. Such can probably be
attributed to the fact that installment credit is one of the oldest and
most widely used forms of credit and students are generally more
familiar with it. It is an old business practice but did not aevoke much
attention until about the middle of the 1920's when its use was greatly
1
extended with the expeuision of the automobile market. However,
during the 1930's the method became more common as it was extended
to numerous types of durable goods and even to "soft” goods which have
2
been later sold extensively on deferred multiple payment plans.
Experience utilizing installment credit seemed to have had
direct influence upon awareness of what was really meant by revolving
credit but virtually no effect upon attitudes about actual costs of operation.
Thus, it can be concluded that persons who have had experience using
credit possess a keener awareness of the different types of credit but
such has very little effect upon their attitudes toward costs and opera¬
tions. Again, the fact that consumer credit has been increasing so vastly
^Theodore N. Beckman and William R. Davidson, Marketing
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, Inc. , 1962), p. 547.
^Ibid.
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and in so many different forms cannot be overlooked. Consumer
credit has grown into a multi-billion dollar industry. ^ At the end of
1966, consumer indebtness on both installment and non-installment
2
accounts had reached $95 billion, up almost $7 billion in one year.
The consumer simply has not been able to adequately keep informed
about the different types of consumer credit.
The Effect of Knowledge and Acquaintance with Revolving
Credit. - -Table 5, page 17, of Chapter II clearly reflected that males and
females were in direct contrast as to the percentage that actually knew
what was really meant by revolving credit. Specifically, it revealed
that 39 per cent of the females and 61 per cent of the males respectively
or a composite of 50 per cent of the students actually knew what was a
revolving account. The explanation for the variation has previously
been mentioned--100 per cent and 64 per cent of Economics and
Business Administration majors knew what was meant by revolving
credit and 77 per cent of them were males. The same analysis is true
for the variation between females and males (6l per cent and 73 per
cent) who have heard about revolving credit. However, the impact
of advertising by revolving credit agencies should not be overlooked
as a contributing factor for the variation in the percentage of students
who have haye heard about revolving credit and the percentage who
actually knew what was a revolving credit account.
^Orville K. Thompson, "Recent Developments in Consumer
Credit, " The Credit World (The International Credit Association,
Volume 55, Number 5, May, 1967), p. 16.
^Ibid.
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At this point, it is significant to mention that it is very diffi¬
cult to accurately measure the percentage of students who have heard
of and know what is meant by a revolving credit account. It has been
designated under so many varied names. Specifically, such names as
"Rotating Charge Account, " "Budget Account" '"Career Girl Account, "
"Extended Credit Service, " "Ten-Payment Plan, " and "Personalized
Credit Service" have been used synonymously with "Revolving Credit
Account. ^ Thus, it can be concluded that students might possibly be
acquainted with revolving credit but under another title or name. Also,
the age of revolving credit can possibly be considered as a factor for a
larger percentage of students not being more knowledgeable about it.
2
Revolving credit was developed during the 1940's.
Further, it must be recognized that revolving credit is similar
to the regular installment account in many respects. As a result, it is
highly possible that a degree of confusion exists among the students as
to any direct contrast. After all, revolving credit is a form of install¬
ment credit. Like the familiar and regular installment account, it is
a purchasing agreement whereby the purchase price is not paid at
once, nor at the end of a thirty day or other credit period, but in
3
installments over a period of time. It is more or less a cross reference
between the charge accounts and the installment plan. Unlike regular
^Theodore Beckman, Credits and Collections in Theory and




installment accounts, however, a separate contract is not made for
each purchase; instead, an account is opened with the limits of which
all purchases become subject to the installment payment originally
1
agreed upon when the account was opened and the limit established.
As a result, the revolving credit account provides a method for a consurcE r
to purchase up to an approved total amount, pay regularly to reduce the
balance, and thereby open the way for further purchases up to the
2
established limit. Technically, this implies that the balance may
never be cleared up for the credit "revolves 'round and 'round. "
Specifically, revolving credit is an arrangement under which
the retailer fixes the credit limit of the customer, permits him to
make full use of the credit at all times, and gives the customer the
3
choice of payment within thirty days or an installment basis.
Finally, it must be recognized that a large percentage of the students
yet depend upon their parents to provide for them and such has limited
their acquaintance and knowledge about revolving credit and/or any
other form of credit. In fact, 54 per cent and 65 per cent of the females
and males respectively presently live with their parents. Such can
probably be attributed to the fact that 80 per cent and 77 per cent of the
females and males respectively are single. Also, the students were




Delbert J. Duncan and Charles F, Phillips, Retailing Princi¬
ples and Methods (Homewood: Richard D. Irwin, Inc. , 1967), p 620.
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respectively) and fortunate enough to have their fathers living (77
per cent and 65 per cent of females and males respectively are
fortunate enough to have their fathers living). As a result of the
aforementioned factors and the fact that a large percentage of the
students entered graduate school immediately upon completing under¬
graduate school, they have had to assume a minimum of responsibility
and such is clearly reflected in their knowledge and acquaintance with
revolving credit.
The Degree of Understanding the Internal Operations and Costs
of Revolving Credit and Its "Effect Upon Attitudes. -- Table 6, page 18
of Chapter II, reflected that 90 per cent and 94 per cent of the females
and males respectively who responded to the question about monthly
service charges believed a monthly service charge was charged for the
use of revolving credit. In contrast, 50 per cent and 43 per cent of
the females and males respectively of the respondents to this aspect
of the questionnaire stated that they believed the amount to be from
one to one and one-half per cent. Such percentages extrapolated for
the total number of participants in the study would reflect that a meager
19 per cent of the females and 27 per cent of the males were aware of
the approximate per cent charged for monthly service charges. Thus,
some indication is certainly reflected that the student does not know
what he is paying for service charges.
Generally, a charge of one-half to one per cent per month is
made on the unpaid balance to cover the extra costs in carrying the
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additional receivables;some stores make no such charge except on the
balances outstanding more than three months, while still other stores
make no carrying charges whatsoever on such accounts. ^ However,
in most instances, the charge is one and one-half per cent on the
2
unpaid balance.
There are special problems in the computation of the ^ ante
(foresight) effective rate on revolving credit transactions and the con¬
sumer should not be viewed totally at fault for being unaware of charges
and the method of computing such. The fault can be equally attributed
to the agencies, schools, credit bureaus, and state, local, and federal
governments. However, the rage over legislation such as the Truth-
in-Lending Bill by the governmental agencies for consumer protection
and the emergence of Consumer Advisory Councils reflect that some¬
thing is being done to attempt to solve this dilema. Yet, it is question¬
able if thus will completely eliminate the credit illiteracy that has been
prevalent throughout our history. But, it must be applauded as a step
in the right direction.
The problems in the computation of an ex ante (foresight)
effective rate on revolving credit transactions become especially
difficult to understand when viewed from date-of-month of purchases
^Theodore Beckman, Credits and Collections in Theory and
Practice (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , 1949), p. 158.
2
Wallace Peter Mors, Consumer Credit Finance Charges:
Rate Information and Quotations (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1965), p. 71.
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and payment patterns. If a customer buys goods in a given month
and pays for them during the month, the purchases are customarily
treated as charge-account purchases and no separate finance charge
is levied. Analogously, if a customer buys goods during the month
but pays for them in a succeeding month or months, no separate
finance charge is made in the month of purchase. Any finance cost
for that month is, as with charge account credit, included in the price
of the goods. ^
To take a specific example, assume that a store's
billing date is the first of each month and that a customer
buys $300. 00 in merchcindise at various times during
January and makes no payment in January. Any credit
cost for January is included in the merchandise price
of $300. 00. There is no separate finance or revolving
credit charge in January.
There is however, a revolving charge on February 1
for the $300. 00 which the customer owes. At the rate of
1-1/2 per cent a month, the revolving credit charge is
$4. 50 and the total owed is $304. 50. According to some
observers, the effective rate cannot be determined on
February 1 because it depends on the customer's pay¬
ment patterns in the future. This is true ex post (hind¬
sight) but not ex ante (foresight). As far as the customer
is concerned, he is paying $4. 50 to use $300. 00 for one
month. This is an ex ante (foresight) effective monthly
rate of 1-1/2 per cent and effective annual rates of 18
per cent. Comparison of effective rates of different
sellers is important to the customer if he wishes to shop
for the lowest revolving credit charge in order to get the
best credit bargain. ^
It is true that once the customer incurs the revolving credit





payment before March 1, because he repays in advance of the scheduled
date. But this is unimportant in deciding on his payment pattern once
the revolving credit charge has been incurred.
The charge made for such accounts cannot be regarded entirely
as interest on the money invested in receivables, for the cost of ad¬
ministering rotating credit accoiint systems is greater than for either
charge accounts or installments: higher risk is involved; accounts are of
small small dollar value; payments are frequent; and recording and
billing functions are numerous. On the other hand, some savings result
from the fact that sales clerks may automatically authorize charges up
to a certain amount on the rotating plan; whereas the regular installment
credit is handled only through the central office, thereby increasing both
2
costs and inconvenience to shoppers. In view of the fact that credit
customers under this revolving credit system tend to pay directly for
the credit service which they use in relation to the costs incurred, it
is fair to all customers. Moreover, because it represents an intelli¬
gent effort to adapt credit service to needs of the market, it may be
3
regarded as a meritorious addition to our credit system.
Table 8, page 19 of Chapter 11, revealed that 70 per cent and
56 per cent of the females and males respectively who responded
^Ibid.
2
Theodore Beckman, Credit and Collections in Theory and
Practice (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , 1952), p. 159.
hhid.
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to the question about the consumer and seller contractually agreeing
upon a limit to be charged on revolving credit accounts believed that
there was a contractual agreement. These results extrapolated for the
total number of participants in the study would reveal that only 27 per cent
and 35 per cent of the females and males respectively believed that the
consumer and seller contractually agree upon a limit to be charged.
Such results certainly reveal that there is a need for a keener awareness
about internal operations of revolving credit. However, the percentage
of students understanding the contractual agreement who responded to
the question should not be viewed with total unfavorableness.
In negotiating for revolving credit, such is made only once, when
the revolving account is established. Usually, the customer is interviewed
in the credit department and the credit decision is made after a routine
investigation. An agreement, stating the terms of the account, such as
the account limit and payment requirements, is signed by the customer.
Once the account has been approved, the customer may charge up to the
limit. The customer shops in the same manner as a charge account
customer; there is no necessity for the customer to go to the credit
1
department for individual purchases. Thus, it can be seen that the
consumer has a part in the contractual agreement and is free to
exercise his judgement once the agreement has been established. How¬
ever, such judgement must be within the boundaries of the agreement.
^Richard P. Ettinger, Credits and Collections (Englewood
Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1962), p. 58.
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The Effect of Experience in Using Revolving Accounts Upon
Attitudes. -- According to Table 9, page 20, of Chapter II, 60 per
cent and 56 per cent of the female and male respondents to the specific
question about revolving credit experience had had some experience uti¬
lizing it. An extrapolation for the total number of students who partici¬
pated in the study would reflect that only 23 per cent and 35 per cent of
the females and males respectively have had experience using revolving
credit. Again, the lack of more experience with revolving credit can
partially be attributed to the limited amount of responsibility that
students have had to assume. Further, as stated earlier, revolving
credit has been characterized by so many different names that it is
difficult to accurately measure the percentage who have utilized it.
It is highly possible that a small segment of the students have used it
under another name.
The effect of experience using revolving credit upon attitudes
revealed that it does have effect upon understanding the general nature
but does not seem to have any worthwhile effect upon attitudes. The
contrasting attitudes of students who have used revolving credit with those
who knew what was really meant by it reflected no direct variation. The
only exception was married males. They seeme to have possessed a
slightly keener awareness about actual costs and internal operations.
However, on a whole, it was reflected that there exists a definite need
for a keener awareness about actual costs and internal operations about
revolving credit.
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The Effect of the Concept of a Difference between a Revolving
Account and Charge Account Upon Attitudes. --Table 10, page 21 of
Chapter II revealed that 100 per cent and 81 per cent of the females
and males respectively who responded to the specific question believed
that there was a difference between a revolving and charge account.
Extrapolation for the total participants in the study would reveal that
38 per cent and 50 per cent of the females and males respectively
believed that there was a difference between the two types of accounts.
One of the possible reasons a larger percentage of the students do not
know if there is a difference between the two accounts can be partially
attributed to the occupations and salaries of their parents. Although
no effort was made to secure specific salaries of parents, the majority
of occupations ascertained from the students were certainly reflective
of incomes quite above the subsistence level. As a result, it can be
assumed that revolving credit has been less attractive to them than
families with lower incomes.
Revolving credit accounts have been particularly attractive to
customers with limited, regular incomes, but with varying needs for
credit at times of normal peaks in buying, such as school opening,
Christmas, and Easter. ^ However, in recent years, it has been quite
2
attractive to the middle-income group.
^William R. Davidson, Retailing Management (New York:
The Ronald Press Company, 1966), p. 715.
^Ibid.
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This type of account makes possible credit business from
customers who would not otherwise qualify for a charge account. ^
If for example, a $50. 00 weekly salary or other income might be the
minimum to qualify for purchases on a regular charge account; this
type of account may be offered to a person earning as little as $25. 00
2
a week as long as other qualifications are acceptable.
The Effect of Purchases or Most Likely Purchases with Revol¬
ving Credit Upon Attitudes. - -Students who had used revolving credit
were in general agreement that revolving credit was probably most
widely used for purchasing soft-line goods. However, such seemed
to have been heavily influenced by general familiarity with the agencies
that offer revolving credit accounts. Respondents to the specific question
about agencies that offer revolving credit accounts reflected an astonishing
awareness. Ninety per cent and 81 per cent of the female and male
respondents respectively expressed the belief that department stores
make the widest use of revolving credit. Extrapolation for the total
participants in the study would reflect 35 per cent and 50 per cent of
females cind males respectively believing that department stores make
the widest use of revolving credit. The amount of advertising and sales
promotion done by department stores can probably be viewed as having
unmeasurable effect upon familiarity with agencies that offer revolving
^Theodore Beckman, Credits and Collections in Theory and
Practice (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , 1949) p. 158.
^Ibid.
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credit accounts. Also, familiarity with the agencies has direct in¬
fluence upon awareness of the type of goods being sold on such accounts.
Many large department stores, as well as the larger mail-order
house now promote revolving credit accounts in their advertising. ^
According to Sears Roebuck, revolving credit accounted for twenty-
/ 2
eight per cent of its total sales during the year of 1965 . Montgomery
Ward and other large department stores also do a significant percentage
of their sales on the revolving credit account basis. Figures I - VI
(see appendix) clearly depict the vigor with which large department
stores are attempting to utilize revolving accounts.
In recent years, banks have entered the field of revolving credit
quite extensively through the issuance of charge cards or credit cards.
However, in most instances, banks provide a dual function. They
provide the consumer with a type of convenience and at the same time
assist the retailer to build and maintain patriotic clientele. The banks
and the consumer agree upon an account limit and the consumer makes
purchases from any retailer that has a working agreement with the
banks. The cards operate the same as any other revolving account.
The limit agreed upon by the banks cind consumer cannot be exceeded
and a certain percentage of the outstanding balance is payable each
month. Also, the banks issuing the cards must approve all purchases
^Richard P. Ettinger, Credit and Collections (Englewood
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962), p. 59.
2
Sears Roebuck and Company, Annual Report for the Year
Ended December 31, 1965, p. 6.
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exceeding a certain dollar amount before the retailer can grant the
purchase. Usually, this is done by telephone during the time of pur¬
chase. Here again, as long as the consumer pays the monthly amount
due on the outstanding balance, he can continue to purchase to the
limit. Some banks have gone as far as making it possible for the con¬
sumer to obtain "instant cash" from them on their cards up to the
account limit.
Other agencies who have entered the revolving credit accoxint
field are airlines, hospitals, and some of the more sophisticated
installment loan companies. However, they seemingly have entered
the field on a more limited scale than the large department stores and
banks.
Numerous variations of revolving credit are in use, but most
of them can be classified in one of the following groups: (1) rigid-limit
1
plans, (2) flexible-limit plans, and the (3) all-purpose or option account.
Under the Rigid-Limit Plan, at the time of the initial
interview, the customer and the interviewer arrive at a "limit"
based upon the amount that the customer can or wants to pay
monthly. For example, if the customer wishes to pay $20. 00
per month, this amount multiplied by six (a common maximum
account maturity) establishes a credit line of $120. 00. A
service charge is added to the balance on this type of account
each month. The consumer is "open-to-buy" at any time that
the balance on his account is below the maximum and he is
making payments in accordance with agreed terms. The maxi¬
mum limit can be changed at any time by a new agreement
pertaining to the amount of the monthly payment.
^William R. Davidson, Retailing Management (New York: The
Ronald Press Company, 1966), p. 715.
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The Flexible Revolving Account was developed because
many stores found that rigid plans were not in keeping the
customer's fluctuating needs for credit and his maximum credit
capacity. In some such cases, rigid limits were eliminated in
favor of a flexible, revolving account, where the payment is
related to the balance outstanding. For example, in a store
where flexible accounts are on a maximum maturity of six
months, the customer with a balance of $100. 00 would be
expected to pay a minimum of $16. 67. If substantial additional
purchases were made in the following month, the next minimirm
payment would be correspondingly larger.
The All-Purpose or Option Account is a third refinement
of revolving credit, by which all credit customers have a regular
thirty-day charge account. If the account is paid in full within
thirty days from date of statement, there is no service charge.
However, when the customer has need for additional credit or
finds it more convenient to make an installment rather than full-
payment, he has the option to do so. In some cases the required
payment is one-fourth of the outstanding balance, or $10. 00,
whichever is greater. No service charge is made when the account
is paid in full, but when installment payments are made, a ser¬
vice charge is made on the balance at the time of the next monthly
billing. Service charges on this and other types of revolving
accounts vary among retailers but are commonly 1. 5% per month
on the outstanding balance. ^
Attitudes of Students about Income Groups Most Likely to use
Revolving Credit. - -It was found that the attitudes of students toward
income groups most likely to use revolving credit were heavily influenced
by anticipatory reference groups. A relatively large percentage of the
students (60 per cent and 63 per cent of females and males respectively)
who responded to the question stated that they believed the middle-income




revolving credit was designed for consumers who could not otherwise
obtain credit. However, in recent years, it has become quite
attractive to the middle-income group. But, again, attitudes of the
respondents seemed to have been more heavily influenced by anticipa¬
tory reference groups rather than knowledgeable and factual information
about the extent the middle-income groups utilize revolving credit.
Probably, the effect of the anticipatory reference groups can
best be measured by the plans of students upon graduation from
Atlanta University. Choices of plans seem to indicate that the majority
aspire for membership in the middle-income group.
Attitudes of Students Toward Season of Year Revolving Credit
Sales Are Heaviest. -- Results obtained in the questionnaire relative
to the season of year revolving credit sales would be the heaviest proved
to be very difficult to interpret. Revolving credit sales are actually
heaviest during the fall and winter months due to the opening of school
and the holiday season. ^ However, females who responded to the
question reflected identical percentages believing revolving credit
sales are heaviest during the spring, winter, and summer seasons.
The only possible solution the researcher could attribute to the
variation was the fact that females are very sensitive to fashions,
designs, etc, and make purchases accordingly rather than during a
specific season.
The choices of males seemed to have been more in line with
the actual seasons revolving credit sales are heaviest--fall and winter.
4bid.
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Such can probably be attributed to the fact that a larger percentage
of the males in this study were married than females and they have
had the experience of providing for the family during the peak buying
seasons.
The Impact of Revolving Credit on Vol ame of Purchases and
Prices and Their Effect Upon Attitudes. -- Representative percentages
of the respondents to the question relative to revolving credit having
effect upon volume of purchases believed that such definitely had effect.
In fact, 90 per cent and 88 per cent of the males and females respect¬
ively expressed the belief that revolving credit had effect upon volume
of purchases. Extrapolation for the total participants would reveal that
35 per cent and 54 per cent of the females and males respectively also
would express the belief. In contrast, only 60 per cent of the males
and 56 per cent of the females respectively who responded to the
question about revolving credit adding to the price of goods believed
that it added to the price of goods.
It is without question that the analysis about reyolving credit
adding to the price of goods by the students was in error. However,
it should be recognized that revolving credit does not necessarily
have to cause an increase in prices of goods. But, in most instances,
an increase is almost automatic. But, in view of the fact that revolving
credit does offer some advantages, the maximum gain that can possibly
be ascertained should be viewed with what is definitely lacking by the
consumer--sophistication. Such would provide him with the opportunity
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to shop for and appraise the cost alternatives for the best revolving
credit bargain.
On the surface, it may appear that the consumer is the chief
beneficiary of this form of credit; in so far as it furnishes him with
credit or a payment convenience not formerly enjoyed, he does benefit.
On the other hand, these credit plans have developed because they
offer certain advantages to the htores using them. They represent
a more highly controlled form of credit than the regular charge
account. ^ Consequently, because of the definite understanding gained
with the customer when the "rotating" or "revolving" account is opened
and because of the effectual system of billing and collection instituted
in connection therewith, stores use these plans as business volume
builders. This is accomplished in two ways. In the first place, this
type of account makes possible credit business for customers who
would not otherwise qualify for a charge account. Secondly, it makes
possible for customers to buy more than the limit on the regular charge
account would permit. At the same time that sales volume is increased
by this means, there is a tendency for average outstandings relatively
to decline by virtue of the fact that payments are made rather regular¬
ly on a weekly or monthly basis rather than after 60, 90, or 120 days,
3
as is often the case with ordinary charge accounts. Also, it should
^Theodore Beckman, Credit and Collections in ITheory and





be recognized that stores offering revolving charge accounts tend to
develop a high degree of loyalty among its customers.
The outstanding disadvantage of a revolving credit account is
perhaps one of its advantages--method of payment. The consumer
must pay regularly on his account if he is to maintain it and keep a
good credit rating. Also, if he fails to make a payment and a service
charge is on the outstanding balance, he must pay the outstanding
service charge, a penalty fee, and current service charges when the
next payment is due. As a result, he is heavily/penalized in relation
to service charges if he fails to make payments when they are due.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Introduction. --Less than a century ago, the average person had
only 72 wants, and only 16 of them were necessities, we are told. But
today this has increased to a total of 464 wants, with about 94 of them
regarded as essentials of modern living. This points up the incredible
change which has taken place in our standard of living. In fact, our
standard of living of today is actually a standard of luxury by compari¬
son with that of previous generations or less developed nations. ^
Consumer credit was not solely responsible for this change, but
it played a vital role in bringing it about. Wisely used, consumer
credit can open the way to the good things of life to responsible people
at all income levels. But its wise use depends on knowledge of what
2
credit is and how it works.
The res\iLts in this study seem to indicate that our wants will
continue to increase as they have in the past. Thus, it is logical to
Harold A. Genser, ’’Consumer Credit As a Tool For Economic
Democracy, ’’ The Credit World (St. Louis: The International Credit





assume that consumer credit will continue to be relied upon heavily as
a method of financing these wants. However, it is my opinion that
something must be done to assist the consumer to understand the internal
costs and operations of consumer credit if he is to effectively utilize it.
This is the purpose of this final chapter in the thesis.
Consumer Credit has become an essential feature of the Ameri¬
can way of life. It permits families with secure and growing incomes
to plan ahead and to enjoy fully and promptly the ownership of auto¬
mobiles and modern household appliances. It finances higher
education for many who otherwise coixld not afford it. To families
struck by serious illness or other setbacks, the opportimity to
borrow eases the burden by spreading payments over time.
The consumer has the right to know the costs of this key item
in his budget just as much as the price of any other commodity he
buys. If consumers are to plan prudently and to shop wisely for
credit, they must know what it really costs.
In many instances today, consumers do not know the costs of
credit. Charges are often stated in confusing or misleading terms.
They are complicated by "add-ons” and discounts and \mfamilar
gimmicks. The consumer sho\ald not have to be an actuary or a
mathematician to understand the rate of interest that he is being
charged.
As a matter of fair play to the cons\xmer, the cost of credit
should be disclosed fully, simply, and clearly.
Now that the right of consumers to be fully informed is pro¬
tected when they shop in the supermarkets, the time has come to
protect the right for shoppers who seek credit.
I recommend the Truth-in-Lending Act of 1967 to assure that,
when the consumer shops for credit, he will be presented with a
price tag that will tell him the percentage rate per year that is
being charged on his borrowings. . . . The Truth-in-Lending Act of
1967 would strengthen the efficiency of our credit markets, with¬
out restraining them. It would allow the cost of credit to be fully
determined by informed borrowers and responsible lenders. It
would permit the volume of consumer credit to be fully responsive
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to the growing needs, ability to pay, and the aspirations of the
American consumer. ^
The statement by President Lyndon B. Johnson in his annual
message on Consumer Interests to Congress on February 16, 1967, is
supportive of the fact that unmeasurable benefits are derived from the
use of consumer credit. And, it is also supportive of the fact that the
consumer does not know what he is paying for using these benefits.
However, at the same time, the statement clearly reflects that there
is a need for the constamer to develop a keener awareness about costs
and operations of credit and legislation should be passed by the federal
Government to facilitate this awareness.
The findings in this study gave further evidence of the need for
legislation to protect the consumer. In many instances, it was found
that the students possessed limited knowledge about the actual costs of
revolving credit. However, as stated earlier, the limited knowledge
possessed cannot be totally attributed to their fault - Charges are
often stated in such confusing and/or misleading terms by the seller
until it takes a mathematician to intelligently determine them. As a
result, it is necessary that legislation be passed that will require the
seller to state charges, terms, etc. clearly and simply so that they
can easily be xinderstood by any user or potential user.
Hon. Lyndon B. Johnson, ’’President Johnson's Message on Con¬
sumer Affairs, ” The Credit World (St. Louis: The International
Credit Association, Volume 55, Number 6, March, 1967), p. 21.
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The need for legislation to protect consumer interests has not been
just recently recognized. Former Senator Paxil Douglas (D-Ill. ) recog¬
nized a need for legislation in the early 1960's and prepared a draft of
his interpretation of a Truth-in-Lending Bill. Congress held repeated
hearings on the bill. At these hearings, businessmen pointed out that
most of the requirements in the Douglas Bill were being followed by the
great majority of businessmen--with one major exception. The annual
rate is not always stated. Credit charges are now being truthfully pre¬
sented either in dollars and cents or as a monthly percentage rate. ^
Some cynics in Washington have said that Senator Douglas ’’wanted
an issue more than he wanted a bill. ” Senator Proxmire, who has taken
over the leadership in the battle for the proposal, says flatly that he
2
’’wants a bill and not an issue. ”
The Proxmire bill has the same priemise as the Douglas bill: that
consximer's uninformed use of credit threatens national economic
stability--and it proposes the same solution: that consximers be shown,
prior to completing the credit transaction, the cost of credit not only
in total dollars and cents, but also in terms of an annual percentage rate.
Like its predecessor, the Proxmire bill also lodges regulatory
Legislative Department, ’’The Annual Rate Credit Bill, ” The
Credit World (St. Louis: The International Credit Association,






authority in the Federal Reserve Board and would impose fines and
1
prison terms for violation.
Senator Proxmire, however, contends that his bill has been
modified so as to eliminate one of the major objections to the
Douglas bill. He has removed the phrase "simple annual rate” from
his bill and replaced it with the phrase "annual percentage rate. " He
2
says his bill will thus permit a showing of the "approximate rate."
There are many who object to the passage of the Douglas,
Proxmire, or any type of "Truth-in-Lending" bill because they feel
it is virtually impossible to compute simple annual interest rates for
many types of credit charges. The requirement that finance charges
be stated in terms of a simple annual interest rate would often result
3
in a rate that was not actually "true".
In commenting on the hearings, the First National City Bank's
monthly newsletter said:
Nearly all witnesses endorsed the principle that lenders
must disclose--in dollars and cents--charges imposed upon
borrowers. But objections were repeatedly raised to the
Douglas bill's seemingly innocuous requirements that the
finance charge be stated as if it were a simple rate of






Simple interest is not so simple as it so-unds. . . .in
the business world simple interest. . . .is not used in
millions of credit transactions consummated each day. . . .
On revolving credit plans, banks and merchants have
credit charges such as one per cent per moith on outstanding
balances. This could be said to be 12% a year, but the true
simple interest equivalent would be a little more because the
interest is paid each month rather than at the end of the loan
period. With debits and credits going through an active accoiint
on various days of a month, calculations of simple interest
equivalent would be hopeless from the very start. ^
Other argixments were, of course, presented against the measure.
Among them were these:
Responsibility should continue to rest with the states.
Blanketing these states with a federal law would not only cause
unnecessary confusion, but subject the businessmen to unwar¬
ranted red tape and expense. Experience in the states, more¬
over, demonstrates that this is a complicated field and that no
simple statutory formula can be devised to provide absolute
accuracy in diverse credit transactions.
The problems would fall most heavily on the small
businessmen who could not afford computers to make necessary
computations. In many cases, small businessmen might be
forced to include the cost of credit in the sale price of their
goods--thus completely defeating the purpose of disclosure.
People are psychologically attuned to a 6 per cent annual
interest rate, and costs in dollars and cents. Take a $60 item
paid for in six monthly installments on a revolving credit
account--where the rate is 1 1/2 per cent per month on the
declining balance. If you tell a customer the rate is 18 per cent
simple annual interest, he will not only react adversely, he will
conclude that's 18 per cent of $60 or $10.80. He will have an
entirely different reaction if you tell him that the actual cost is




In a letter in the 1963 Congressional Hearings, A. L. Trotta,
Manager, Credit Management Division, National Retail Merchants
Association observed:
The average consumer. . .looks at costs in terms
of dollars and cents and does a pretty good job of cost
analysis, as any merchant whose prices are not competitive
can verify. Yet, when these same dollars and cents costs that
the average person understands so well are translated into
terms of an annual percentage rate, they lose all meaning. . .
Following is an example of how misleading the so-
called simple annual rate can be. Here it is applied to the
federal tax on transportation. ^
Airline ticket to Chicago, 1 way $45. 40
(Flying time--l hour, 45 minutes)
Transportation tax, 10 per cent 4. 54
Tax computed at simple annual rate (percent) 50, 057
Yes, over 50, 000 per cent
Senator Roman L. Hruska (R-Neb. ) told a Chamber of
Commerce audience in 1964:
We had instances during the course of the hearing
when three witnesses were asked to take a simple problem
of the computation of simple interest rates, and each of
them came up with a different answer. Now, two of them
would have to go to jail or perhaps all three, because the
judge might do his own figuring and come up with a fourth
answer. 2





Because I believe that the American consumer should
be given ’’nothing but the truth" and because I believe that he
should have the information which would truly be helpful
to him in making sound purchases on credit, I believe that
this bill which requires in some cases the statement of
incorrect information, and which will serve to confuse the
consumer should not be enacted. ^
J. G. Michaux, Washington representative of the Federated
Department Stores told a northeastern Mid-Atlantic Consximer Credit
and Collection Conference on February 20:
Senator Proxmire said that a retailer, who on a given
day of each month assesses a credit charge of 1 1/2 per cent
on the \mpaid balance which existed on that day should mul¬
tiply the 1 1/2 per cent by 12 and tell the customer that she
is paying an annual rate of 18 per cent as the cost of buying
merchandise on credit for that month.
Under revolving plans in widespread use by major
retailers today, a customer can buy merchandise every
month, make payments every month, and do this for 10 years
without paying a single penny in service charges. . . . The
customer, by her own buying habits and bill paying habits,
determines the true annual rate on a revolving account--not
the retailer.
. . .Many customers can, and do, over a period of
years, regularly use this same type of revolving credit
account , and end up having paid an annual rate of 10 per
cent, 6 per cent, 12 per cent, or any other figure depending
on when and how she made her purchase and payments. Yet
in every case and every month the pending truth-in-lending
bill would require that she be told that it's costing 18 per
cent. . . .
Herein lies the crux of what will be the 1967 legis¬





At this writing, the House Subcommittee on Cons\mier Affairs,
which is headed by Mr. Sullivan, is conducting ’’mark-up" executive
sessions in preparation to reporting out some sort of "Truth-in-
Lending" bill to its parent body, the House Banking and Currency
Committee which is headed by Rep, Wright Patman (D-Texas). ^
1 say "some sort of bill" because at this time there is little in¬
dication of how far the Subcommittee on Consumer Affairs is willing
to go on its declared purpose of reporting out a somewhat stronger
"Truth-in-Lending" measure than S. 5, the bill introduced by Senator
William Proxmire (D-Wis,), which was accepted unanimously by the
2
Senate.
Many people believe that Congress should not attempt to solve
such a knotty problem through deceptively simple-sounding law that
will rely heavily on future interpretations by the Federal Reserve
Board, Moreover, they add, if the Federal Government for political
reasons is to move into this area historically reserved for the states,
the importance of flexibility must be recognized. Is it better, they
ask, to have "approximate truth" -- or truth presented either in
^William Henry Blake, "Truth-in-Lending Bill May Be
Reported Out Soon In The U. S, House, " The Credit World (St, Louis
The International Consumer Credit Association, Volume 56, Nxamber




terms of dollars and cents, or as a monthly rate, depending on what
is feasible?^
Consumer Credit has risen almost $45 billion over the past
10 years. Many of the factors underlying this rapid growth will be
with us in the years ahead as well. For example, individuals stand
much more ready these days to commit their future incomes to debt
repayment than they were a generation or two ago. Moreover, rising
incomes and employment and the increasing security of job and in¬
comes will tend to encourage borrowers to take additional debt. And
then, both financial institutions and retailers have actively promoted
consximer credit and have adopted new and more flexibile credit plans
3
in recent years to facilitate credit purchases,
I believe that we can escpect to see a continued increase in the
consumer ownership of physical assets that provide transportation,
household services, and recreation. When these assets are purchased
on the installment plan, the monthly payments represent for many con¬
sumers a substitution for expenditures they previously made for ser¬
vices and it is well to remember that in most cases, the useful life
4
of these goods will very likely exceed the period of repayments.
^Executive Coxmcil AFL-CIO, AFL-CIO Policy Statement on
Consxuner Affairs, ” The Credit World (St. Louis: The International






Another factor which will encourage the growth in consvimer
credit is the changing composition of the population. The number of
households with heads under 25 years of age has been expanding
rapidly and, moreover, it is likely to increase considerably further
over the next few years. These young families are frequent users of
installment credit because their need for household goods and auto¬
mobiles generally exceeds their ability to pay cash for such goods. ^
It can be seen, therefore, that the potential is there for further
growth in consumer credit. As a result, it is recommended that
legislation be passed so that:
(A) Any creditor agreeing to extend credit to any
person perstiant to a revolving or open-end
credit plan shall furnish to such person, prior
to agreeing to extend credit under such plan, a
clear statement in writing setting forth the
following information,
1. The periodic dates of the balances against
which a finance charge will be imposed,
2. The percentage rate per period of the
finance charge to be imposed,
3. The periodic rate of finance charge ex¬
pressed as an annual percentage rate.
^Ibid.
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(B) Any creditor agreeing to extend credit to
any person pursuant to a revolving or
open-end credit plan shall furnish to such
person, as of the end of each period foll¬
owing the entering into of any such agree¬
ment, a clear statement in writing setting
forth to the extent applicable and ascertain-
able--
1, The amount of each extension of credit
to such person (including the cash price
of any property or service acquired by
such person) during such period and,
tinless previously furnished, the date
thereof and a brief identification of any
property or services so acquired,
2, The outstanding balance in the account
of such person as of the beginning of
such person during such period.
3, The total amount received from, or
credited to the account of, such per¬
son during such period.
4, The outstanding unpaid balance in the
account of such person as of the end
of such period.
5, The annual percentage rate used to
compute the finance charge for such
period,
6, The balance on which the periodic
finance charge for such period.
7, The finance charge (in dollars and cents)
imposed for such period.^
^Senator William W. Proxmire, ’’Complete Text of S, 5--The
New Proxmire Truth-in-Lending Bill, " The Credit World (St, Louis:
The International Credit Association, Volume 55, February, 1967)
p. 7.
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It is recognized that federal legislation for consamer. protec¬
tion will not be the answer perse for solving the problems of the
present-day consumer. However, at the same time, it should be
recognized that if a bill is passed such as the ”Truth-in-Liending” bill
it will certainly be a step forward in the right direction.
As indicated throughout tiiis study, credit has many worthwhile
benefits and the present-day consumer makes every effort to enjoy
them. In fact, he enjoys the benefits so well vintil it can be logically
assumed that he doesn’t even take time to pay any attention to the
costs. As a result, he is being expolited by himself and the seller.
He ejqjloits himself from the standpoint of not knowing and not really
trying to learn more about the internal operations and costs of credit.
He is being exploited by the seller because he does not have any legis¬
lation that forces him to clearly explain in writing the terms, costs,
interest rates, etc.
At this point, it is significant to mention that it is recognized
that many of the students who participated in this study are not con¬
sidered to possess similiar characteristics as the present-day con¬
sumer, In fact, some of them might possibly by classified as not be¬
ing consumers from the standpoint of making regular purchases and
utilizing credit. But, it was recognized that, in many instances, the
general acquaintance and knowledge of revolving credit by the students
left something to be desired. Also, there was and is every indication
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to believe that they will be using revolving credit or some other type
once they have completed school and become gainfully employed. Thus,
the need for legislation for consumer protection is further substantiated.
Pupils should be taught that consumer credit is a vital part of
their everyday life; that to understand and use it wisely is an essential
of a happy life. They should also be taught that consumer credit is
the economic device through which the greater part of Americans
acquire what they want, and pay for it out of future earnings, and that
it serves to maintain a balance between America's production, distri¬
bution, and consumption. Also, that it makes the obtaining of consumer
goods and services more convenient, because payments can be budgeted
2
according to individual income.
It is important that consumers learn early the many types of
consumer credit that are available to them and the special advantages
offered by each. Teaching the "costs" to the consumer of the use of
money is important in the context of giving a real basis for an in-depth
3
analysis. As a result, consumer education should be offered in high
4
schools with courses preferably offered during the last three years.
How it will be taught should be left entirely up to the discretion of the
^Hon. Cecil A. Partee, "Consumer Credit in the New Genera¬
tion, " The Credit World (St. Louis: The International Consumer Credit





Superintendents of public instruction. This, too, shotild be a part of
the methodology employed in obtaining the goodwill of the Superiiten-
1
dents to the concept.
Credit counseling is an area the constamer must take full ad¬
vantage of if he is to become better acquainted with various types of
credit available, their costs and operations, advantages, and pitfalls.
It is a necessity if the consumer expects to continue using credit as a
source for ascertaining and enjoying the frmtfvil benefits of life.
However, it must be recognized that the relatively yoxmg age of credit
coimseling services is partially the reason that they have not been
more widely used.
In recent years, the credit granting community has shown com¬
mendable leadership and foresight in initiating credit counseling pro¬
grams in many communities. These programs are providing services
which are of crucial value to many of the families using them. However,
most of the programs are not only overloaded but are limited in their
availability. They have concentrated their beginning efforts upon
helping with families' immediate financial problems and need to de¬
velop a broader philosophical base and more substantial competence
in re-educational co\anseling. Credit counseling programs should pro¬
vide leadership to develop strong educational programs for groups
which will enable many families to avoid serious credit difficxilties,
^Ibid.
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as well as initiate more effective individualized services. ^
In order to develop programs of the breadth and strength
required, credit counseling leadership groups must become more
representative of the total community and secure increased public
confidence. ^
Change and improvement in several key aspects of the credit
3
counseling movement are needed in order to insure this development.
Major reqtairements include strong national leadership, a
broadening of the representativeness of local and national policy-making
groups, the development of adequate financing both locally and nationally,
strengthened staff competence through training, and the use of a greater
range of helping techniques and methods.
Re-Statement of the Problem. - -The problem involved in this
study was to ascertain and analyze data concerning the attitudes of
Atlanta University Graduate Students toward the costs and operations
of revolving credit with emphasis on the underlying causes for their
attitude s.
Summary of Findings. - -The students who participated in this study
were fotxnd to be better educated, academically speaking, than the typical
family in financial trouble. The mere fact that they are in graduate
^Family Credit Counseling--An Emerging Community Service






school would seem to substantiate such. As recalled, the educational
level of the typical family in financial trouble was the tenth grade.
However, academic education did not seem to have any worthwhile
effect upon the attitudes of students toward the costs and operation of
revolving credit.
In respect to the effect of undergraduate majors, minors, and
graduate areas of specialization upon influencing attitudes, a larger
percentage of Economics and Business Administration majors actually
know what was meant by revolving credit than any other areas of
specialization. Such can probably be attributed to the fact that they
have had more classroom exposure than other students. However, the
advantage seemingly possessed by them was awareness and general
vinderstanding of how revolving credit operated. Their responses re¬
flective of attitudes toward the costs and operations seemed to have
been very much related to responses of the other participants.
Approximately 90 per cent of the students who participated in
the study had some understanding about installment credit and 64 per
cent of them have had experience making purchases on an installment
plan. Experience utilizing installment credit seemed to have had
direct influence upon awareness of what was really meant by revolving
credit but virtually no effect upon attitudes about the actual costs and
operation. Thus, it can be concluded that persons who have had ex¬
perience using credit possess a keener awareness of the different
types of credit but such has very little effect upon their attitudes
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toward costs and operations.
Males and females were fo\and to be in direct contrast as to the
percentage that actually knew what was really meant by revolving credit.
However, the variation seemed to have been due to the fact that 100 per
cent and 64 per cent of Economics and Business Administration majors
respectively knew what was meant by revolving credit and 77 per cent
of the majors were males. The same analogy is true for the variation
between females and males who had heard of revolving credit.
The study further revealed that 90 per cent and 94 per cent of
the females and males respectively who responded to the question about
monthly service charges believed that a monthly service charge was
charged for the use of revolving credit. In contrast, 50 per cent and 43
per cent of the females and males respectively of the respondents
stated that they believed the amount to be from one to one-half per cent.
Such percentages extrapolated for the total participants in the study
woxild reflect that a meager 19 per cent of the females and 27 per cent
of the males were aware of the approximate per cent charged for
monthly service charges. Thus, some indication is certainly reflected
that the student does not know what he is paying for service charges.
The extrapolated percentages for the total participants depicting
that only 27 per cent and 35 per cent of the females respectively be¬
lieved that the cons\amer and seller contractually agreed upon a limit
to be charged revealed that there is a need for a keener awareness
about internal operations of revolving credit.
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The majority of the students have not had any experience using
revolving credit. Such can probably be attributed to the fact that they
have had to assume a minimum of responsibility. Also, the fact that
revolving credit has been characterized by so many different names
makes it difficult to accurately measure the percentage who have
utilized it. It is highly possible that a small segment of the students
have used it under another name. However, it was found that experi¬
ence using revolving credit does have effect upon understanding the
general nature of it, but no worthwhile effect upon attitudes. The only
exception was married males. They seemed to have possessed a
slightly keener awareness about actual costs and internal operations.
Most of the students who responded to the specific question
relative to a difference between a revolving account and a charge
account expressed the belief that there was a difference between the
two accounts. They also recognized that revolving credit was probably
most widely used for purchasing soft-line goods. However, such
seemed to have been heavily influenced by general familiarity with the
agencies that offer revolving credit accounts. Respondents to the
specific question about agencies that offer revolving credit accounts
reflected an astonishing awareness and such reflected direct influence
upon awareness of the types of goods being sold on such accounts.
The attitudes of the students toward income groups most likely
to use revolving credit were found to be heavily influenced by antici¬
patory reference groups. But, in spite of this, 88 and 95 per cent of
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the females and males respectively who responded to the question
presently believed and/or recognized that revolving credit does have
effect upon volume of purchases. However, females seem to have had
mixed emotions about the seasons of the year revolving credit sales
are probably heaviest.
The analysis about revolving credit adding to the price of goods
by the students certainly was in error and clearly reflected that some¬
thing must be done to help the consumer develop a better understanding
about costs and operations of revolving credit. However, it should be
recognized that revolving credit does not necessarily have to cause an
increase in prices of goods. But, in most instances, an increase is
almost automatic.
Conclusion. - -The findings in this research clearly reflect that
there is definitely a need for a better understanding of the costs and
operations of revolving credit by the Atlanta University Graduate
Students. Also, it is further the opinion of the researcher that they
do not know enough about it to be sophisticated and intelligent users
give additional evidence for the need for a better understanding. After
all, many of these persons will become gainfully employed upon gradu¬
ation and, in most instances, will begin utilizing some type of credit
as a source of ascertaining many of the necessities and a few of the
luxuries of life.
Recommendations. - -In view of the findings of this research
which revealed that Atlanta University Graduate Students need to
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develop a keener awareness about the costs and operations of revolving
credit, it is recommended that the following recommendations be
instituted to solve this dilemma. The recommendations are not tobe
applicable only for Graduate Students, but for consumers in general.
1. Legislation should be passed to end misleading price
advertising of articles sold on credit, where the reader
is told only the monthly payment required and mt the total
actual cost of the article if bought on time.
2. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, through
the Office of Education should play a more active role in
encouraging schools to include consxrmer economics in
their curricula; and find appropriate ways and means of
stimulating interest in the development of curricula, text¬
books, and other teaching tools.
3. Each state should be required to review its existing laws
regarding interest rates, wording of credit contracts,
repossession methods, balloon payment clauses, door-to-
door selling regulations, regulation of debt consolidation
businesses, and garnishment laws, to name but a few, to
determine their adequacy in protecting consumers.
4. Family credit cotmseling services should be expanded in
quantity and quality in order to reach more people who
have serious debt problems as well as to serve others
whose xxnderstanding of the proper uses of credit maybe
inadequate. Re-education and rehabilitation to prepare
families to avoid repetition of debt difficulties should be
developed as emphasized.
5. The consumer should be informed fully concerning the
various facets of revolving charge accounts. He should be
told that revolving accounts, offered at the prevailing rate
of one and one-half per cent a month, actually come to 18
per cent a year. With this knowledge, he might prefer to
borrow money elsewhere at a lower rate to pay off his
account.
6. Appropriate support should be given both to strengthening
the authority and to increasing the appropriations of the
Federal Trade Commission as the public's principal agent
against frauds, swindles, and misleading advertising in
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interstate commerce.
7. Credit Bureaus should take a more active role in advising
families on how to protect and restore their credit ratings.
8. Credit Unions shoxxld expand their operations and set up
formal training programs for family financial counseling.
9. Public schools should commit themselves to teach consumer
education in each of the last three high school years. How
it will be taught should be left entirely to the superinten¬
dents of public instruction.10.Grantors of revolving credit should be reqixired to state





Directions: Please give your opinion to the following statements and/or
questions. Those that are followed by ( ), please place an x by the answer
that is closest to your belief. Do not check more than one possible answer.
1. What is your graduate area of specialization?
2. What was your undergraduate major?
3. What was your undergraduate minor?
4. Have you ever had a charge account or purchased anything on an install¬
ment plan from a department store or some other type of store?
A. Yes ( )
B. No ( )
5. Have you ever heard of a Revolving Credit Account?
A. Yes ( )
B, No ( )
6. Do you know what a Revolving Credit Account is?
A. Yes ( )
B. No ( )
If yes, state briefly the definition of a Revolving Credit Account,
7. Do you know if there is a monthly service charge based upon a certain per
cent of the outstanding balance on Revolving Credit Accounts?
A. Yes, there is a service charge ( )
B. No, there is not a service charge ( )
C. There may or may not be a service charge ( )
8. If yes to questions (6) and (7), approximately what per cent og. the outstand¬
ing balance do you think is charged for service charges?
A. Less than 1% ()
B. From 1% to 1 1/2% ( )
c. From 1 1/2% to 2% ( )
D. Above 2% ( )
. Do you think that the consumer and seller contractually agree upon a limit
to be charged on Revolving Credit Accotinte?
A. Yes ( )
B. No ( )
9
10. Have you ever used a Revolvlag Aooouuti
A. Yes ( )
B. No ( )
11. Do you believe that there is any conside:.‘able difference between a Revolving
Credit Account and the regular Charge Account?
A. Yes ( )
B. No ( )
If your answer was yes to ihe above^ state briefly why you answered yes.
If your answer was no, do likewise.
12. What types of goods do you most commonly or would most likely purchase
on a Revolving Credit Account?
A. Soft«line Gooas ( )
B. Hardware Goods ( )
C. Others (Be Specific) ( )
13. Which of the following a' enciea do you believe make the widest use of
Revolving Credit?
A. Banks ( )
B. Mail-Order Houses ( )
C. Department Stores ()
D. Hospitals ( )
E. Other (Be Specific) ( )
14. What income group do you think is most likely to use Revolving Credit?
A. Upper-Income Group ( )
B. Middle-Income Group ( )
C. Lower-Income Group ( )
15. Do you believe the convenience of purchasing with Revolving Credit has any
effect upon your volume of purchases or would tend to have axry worthwhile
effect if you had a Revolving Credit Account?
A. Yes ( )
B. No ( )
16. What season of the year would you expect Revolving Coredib sales to be the
heaviest?
A. Spring ( )
B, Fall ( )
c. Winter ( )
D. Summer ( )
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17. Do you believe that the use of Revolving Credit adds to the price of goods?
A. Yes ( )
B. No ( )
18. What is the name of your hometown?
19. What is your date of birth?
20. What is your marital status?
A. Single ( )
B, Married ( )
C. Divorced ( )
D, Other (Be Specific) ( )
21. Do you live widi your parents?
A. Yes ( )
B. No ( )
22. Is your father living?
A. Yes ( )
B. No ( )
23. What is your parents' occupation?24.How many sisters and brothers do you have?
2!*. Did you have a part-time job while you were in undergraduate school?
A. Yes ( )
B. No ( )
26. If you have an income presently, please indicate source.
A, None ( )
B, Part-time employment ( )
C, Full-time employment ( )
D, Fellowship ( )
E, Other (Be Specific) ( )
27. Do you believe you possess adequate knowledge about actual methods of
operation and costs of Revolving Credit Accounts to be an intelligent and
sophisticated user of such?
A. Yes ( )
B. No ( )




because there's certain to
be a Fiiene Credit plan
for you—and so easy
to open.
Just take a minute to fill
out and sign the enclosed
application blank. Or. if
you prefer, visit our
Credit office on the Sev*
enth Floor of our Main
Store. We'll be glad to
answer any questions you




















— A regular filene charge account
When you open a Filene Charge Account,' you are given a '^Charga-Plate** (or, if you
already hove one, we'll "notcK* for Filene's}, It has your name, address and account
number on it. You can use it . . , say "Charge it please" . . • when shopping anywhere
in our Branch Stores or in our Boston Store. (The only exception is in our Boston Auto*
matic Bargain Basement). Or you may order by moil or phone, if it is more convenient
for you to shop that way. (No neeo to write checks or bother with C.O.D.’s). Every
month you will receive a bill with attached sales checks of every purchase you made
the previous period. Regular charge customers have available also our Time Account
simply by presenting the Charga^Plate.
A filene time account
When you want to spread the cost of any item $20 or more . . , over a period of
months, you’ll find that a Filene Time Account is an ideal one foeyou. No down Payment,
Payments may be extended for 4, or 6, or up to 12 months. The minimum monthly pay*
ment is $5. A small credit charge is made. This service is automaticeliy avaitaole to
charge customers on presenting their Charga*Plate,
~A filene improvedpermanent budget account (PBA)
You decide how much you want to pay each month, for example $10. $1$ or $20. You
can then owe us at arry tima up to ten times this monthly payment . , . $100, $IS0«
$200. On receipt of our bill , . . you pay your agreed monthly payment. BUT . . .
at any time when you desire credit flexibility . . . when you want to charge more then
the amount you planned . , , you do $0 . . . without any questions! You will have a
payment schedule which you check to see how much more you wilt be expected to p^•a^ month until you are Deck to your agreed amount. •, then pay ei originally ptenned.
Source; Irons, Watsons H. and Bellemore,. Douglas H. and Bellemore,
Douglas H. Comraercial Credit and Collection Practices.
New York: The Ronald Press, 1959, p- 671.
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Is cootkierstjoD of grsstiog oic s Revolviag Chsrgc Accoaat» 1 Rgf«« co pty for
all purebsM* charged to the acoMuit by myself or by aayooe presenting my sbo^
ping card. 1 will limit my purchase to an amount not exceeding the agreed limit
and if 1 exceed this amount 1 will pay the excess immediately. I agree to |My an
amount equaling one tench of my credit limit each month within ten days after
my billing date. 1 agree that the shopping card furnbhed me is the property of
Jordan Marsh Company and will be surrendered to ih^ upon demand I under*
stand chat a service charge in accordance with the Revedviog Charge Account
terms in effect at the rime will be added co my account each based on my previous
months balance and which I agree to pay. "THE FINANCE CHARGES
PROVIDED HEREIN ARE NOT REGULATED BY LAW, THEY ARE A
MATTER FOR AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PAr.TIES.** Failure to comply
with these terms shall cause the entire balance co become due and payable
immediately at the option of Jordan Marsh Company.
•laNATUNC. DATE.









• HOW DOES THIS REVOLVING
CHARGE ACCOUNT WORK?
Exactly [be s ime as a tegular charge account
except you have ten months to pay for your
puidiases instead of only 30 days. You
select die amount of credit you desire and
pay only the amount of the aitresponding
payment each month.
This chart shows the
amount of the
$150 $15
you decide upon. $200 $20
• IS rr POSSIBLE to change the
CREDTT UMIT AFTER OPENING AN
ACCOUNT?
Yea. This may be arranged by contactiog
our aedit amx before malting purchases
duK exceed your credit limit.
• IS A DOWN PAYMENT NECESSARY?
Na After you have opened your Tlevotv*
ing” Account and make your purdiases, you
make your first payment whra your biU is
sent ID you the followingmonth.
• DO t HAVE TO USE UP MY TOTAL
CREDIT AT ONE TIME?
Na You may buy whatever you want
whenever you want—tight up to your full
oedit limit.
• DOES MY ACCOUNT HAVE TO BE
PAID UP IN PULL BEFORE I CAN USE
TT AGAIN?
No. It tuns as long as you want to use it,
provided your monthly payments are made
regularly, and your total purchases do not
exceed your credit limit.
For exampfe: Let’s say your credit limit is
$100. You spend the entire amount in
one month and make your first payment of
$10 when billed. You may thm make
additional purchases up to $10.
• WHEN IS PAYMENT DUE>
Payment is due widiin 10 days after the.
date of your bill which will be sent to you
onceamondi.
• HOWCANITELL.ATANY ONETIME,
HOW MUCH CREDIT I HAVE LEFT?
Keep your duplicate sales slips and add
them to the bahmee shown on your last biU.
monthly payment
for the aemt limit
If, at any time, yon spend mote than your
cr^t liiiit, you must pay that extra amount
immediately in addition to your regular I
monthly payment
• WIU I HAVE A CHARGE CARD TO
PRESENT WHEN I MAKE MY PUR¬
CHASES?
Yes, you will have a special Ttevolving"
Charge Account card to help make your
shopping pleasant, convenient and simpla
• IS THERE A SERVICE CHARGE FOR A
REVOLVING CHARGE ACCOUNT?
There is a small service charge of 1%.
This means that you pay one penny on each
dollar of the balance ^wn on yourmonthly
bills.
• MAY I HAVE A REGULAR CHARGE
ACCOUNT AND A REVOLVING
CHARGE ACCOUNT AT THE SAME
TIME*
You am have one or the odier but not
both. If you have a tegular charge account
now and would prefer the advantages of a
Revolving acaxint, our Credit Office will be







r0*a an example of how
fiUne*$ improved PBA works
Mn. Jofica founil, at • total of tSS, the
rifht hat, ahoea, kIovc*, ba^ for her I^S
OMl ^oice. Her old PBA had a 9120
UmaC (Mn. Jonet would have to pay
eaah for aome of her acceMoriea), So
ahe charged it all to her improved PBA.
Her first bill will ba SI SO. 'Hie payment
acboduie ahowa her payment due ia 930,
leaviag 9120 balaoee. With no further
purchaaea, the aecood bill to Mrs. Jones
will call for a payment of only 91$. Her
monthly payment has dropped auto>
malkally and will drop to the minimum
910 payment when balance is 9100
or Im
/af coarse. Mn. tm*t mty «dd aAfiiiimet s«r<
afiaaca Is bar imf^td FB4 at say lime;
O O
A Theu|h the |10 ptaa bA
very popular .. . Ae tM jjZ
a monlh plan is the%iM"
©moat familiea Said wootJfSprorileaJ. Others •• 940.^O THcra'a a HesaUe PayX
nirnl Srhrdule for co«fi
Oiiae of Permanent Bsiftt -secosat.
oooooooooo
Cradif 0§k» miM ptse
hsdfer WHre at aoy tone . . .
-si
nO
herearea fewQuestions and Answers
that show how the improved PBA gives you
themostconvenient and flexible
eredit service you haveever enjoyed
Wkw U the mem PBA pian?
an improved flexible version
of our PBA plan which gives
voo more eredit at fiiene's when
Duying needs require it
l^hyr Ip iAIp improted PBA
pUm better Uum the old plan?
UNDER THE OLD PLAN
YOUR PURCHASES WERE
LIMITED to o specified
amount. Monthly payments
Wats ia fixed amounts regard*
lata si your account balance.
Often the account Unit amp
have prevented porchaaea at tho
very tiroea when credit aeede
were greatest.
UNDER THE IMPROVED
PLAN, your PBA accooat is
FLEXIBLE. You determine
your own credit needs, taereae
ing them or decreasing them to
meet your owa requirrmenta.









^ f '' /- '/ / ' .r i'-
\4-^ ' til f ,1 '
... * r .4 '
?•. vVT;v.-,-r-Sr-
how iinprored» • • .
V,, 'i y
permanent budget account
ffose much will I hove fo pay
emtk mwntht
Depending am the extent of
your purchases, your payment
Iwhicn will appear on every
nMMithly statement) will vary
. .. it can be as little as 910.
And the 910 plea ... a typical
example, can be found on the
back of thia page.
Vllf fSmmdt send mo a PBA
alafemeaf each momthf
Yea, filena's will send you a
amotfaly alatament showing your
PBA PBA PBA PBA
purchases, payments made, your
iMlance and die payment doe
for the current memtb.
WhtXwilt identifymomoan fna.
proved PBA pttm eaiatomerP
If your account ia new, an idem
tification card will be issued to
you . . . otherwife you'll uso
your same PBA Charga«p!ale.
Just show it when you shop ia
penon, or givo the number
when topping by mail or telo*
phone. This will insure you even










Dear flltao P.B.A. ttuatoaer
V
rilena'a ooaalderB you a vary^Bpaolal auBtoaer and trtaa to tl|>lnk
of waya to tarva you battar.
Rhon Panaanant Budgat Charga Aooounta waro orlglnatad a faw yaara ago,
yilana'a >aa ona of tha flrat atoroa In tha oountry to offar thia
eonvonlanoa to our oustOBera. Now wa ara aialclng tha P.B.A. Charga
Aooount Bora flaxlbla by pt,.. , iliig you to lowar or raiaa your
payaonta aa tha naod, or sec^..a, dananda.
Uodar tha plan you hava baan ualng, you hava an agraad aontbly
paynant of |10 and atazlnua aooount balonoa of (IZO. If you olutrgad
Bora than thla Baalbub, tha ontlra ozoesa >aa due iBBodlately.
Inaloaad la a no* agreoBent >lth a flazlbla payBont aohadula. Thla
new plan will aaka It auoh aaalar for you to handle your aooount In
thoaa parloda when you have larger oradlt naada.
Your Bontbly paynant will atlll ba |10...tha flrat anount ahown on
the enoloaad paynant aohadula oard, ao long aa the total aooount
balanoa la no nora than ten tines this paynant. If the balanoa
totals Bora than ten tines this Bonthly paynant, In any nonth, your
paynant will ba as shown on this flexible payaent aohadula oard.
(You will want to keep It handy for referenoe.) All our statenant
billings after Hovenbar 1st will ba on this basis.
Attached Is a folder of questions and answers on the iaprovad plan...
but briefly this la how It works...
At any tins whan you desire oredlt flexibility..suob as
Cbrlstnas when you want to oharga nora than the aaount you
planned..you do so..without any questional You Just oheok
with the paynent sohedule to see bow nuoh nora you are
ezpaoted to pay each month, until you are baok to
your payaonta will ba yoiu- agreed |10.
So that you nay put this Improved nora flaxlbla plan Into use. wa ask
that you please sign the P.B.A. oharge agreeaent and return it to us
















Filene's P. B. A. Payment Schedules
$10 $15
WbM your Your payment Whan your Your payment
Account Balance (or that month Account Balanca for that month
Is Witt ba •s will be
UP TO $100 $10 UP TO $150 $15
Slot to SI20 SIS $151 to $170 $20
St2l to St40 S20 $171 to $190 $25
SMI to SI70 S30 $191 to $220 $35
B17I to S200 S40 $221 to $250 $4S
S201 to S240 $5S $251 to $290 $60
$241 to S280 $70 $291 to $330 $75
281 arKi over f/4 of balanca 331 and over f/4 of balanca
$20 $25
Whan your Your payment Whan your Your payment
Account Balanca for that month Account Balanca for that month
IS will ba b win be
UP TO $200 $20 UP TO $250 $25
S20l to S220 $25 $251 to $270 $30
S22I to S240 $30 $271 to $290 $35
S24I to S270 S40 $291 to $320 $45
S27I to S300 $50 $321 to $350 $55
S30I to S340 $65 $351 to $390 $70
S34I to S380 $80 $391 to $430 $85
3BI and over 1/4 of balanca 431 and over 1/4 of balance.
$30 $35
Whan your Your payment When your Your payment
Account Balance for that month Account Balance for that month
if will be is will be
UP TO $300 $30 UP TO $350 $35
$301 to $320 535 $351 to $370 $40
$321 to $340 $40 $371 to $390 $4$
$341 to $370 $50 $391 to $420 $55
$371 to $400 $60 $421 to $450 $6$
$401 to $440 $75 $451 to $490 $80
$441 to $480 $90 $491 to $530 $95
481 and over 1/4 of balance 531 and ever 1/4 of 'balwKe
$40 Special $10
Whan your Ybur payment When your Your payment
Account Balanca for that month Account Balance for that month
ts will bo b will ba
UP TO $400 $40 UP TO $100 $10
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